Introducing the Silent Alert SA3000 System

Wireless alerting systems for people who are deaf, deafblind & hard of hearing

Simple • Robust • Reliable
Silent Alert is a radio paging system used by deaf, deafblind and hard of hearing people around the home.

The Silent Alert system allows hearing impaired people to go about their lives with the confidence they won’t miss important sounds around the home.

A range of discreet transmitters allow the user to monitor a variety of situations with a single receiver.

Alerting options include:

- Telephone and mobile phone
- Doorbell and door entry systems
- Person to Person alerts
- Baby alarm
- Burglar and Car alarm
- Smoke and Carbon Monoxide alarm
- Movement monitors
Silent Alert Pager

A small Pager unit is worn on the belt, in a pocket or around the neck. When a signal is received it illuminates one of the keys and discreetly vibrates to alert the user of an event. The units internal battery is recharged each night when placed on the Alarm clock or trickle charger.

- Unique vibration pattern for each event.
- New soft start slowly increases the power of the first vibration for each alert. This prevents the Pager from startling the user.
- Wireless operating range of up to 1000m in open air.
- If a signal is received at night, whilst the pager is charging, the optional vibrating pad will wake the user.
- Active volume display when used with a baby alarm.
- Available in high contrast yellow with optional braille for deaf/blind users.
SignWave™ portable sound & flash receiver

- Easy to use cancel button
- LED Strobe light
- Volume Control
- Back lit display
- Up to 1000m operating range
- Simple ‘drop in’ charging base

The SignWave incorporates a high intensity LED strobe & loud (100dB) sounder with adjustable volume control. The unit can be placed anywhere in the home to alert users to an event.

Ergonomically designed, the unit is easy to pick up and operate with a large cancel button on the top of the unit.

Discreet overnight cover can be achieved using a vibrating pillow pad attached to the charging base.
Mini Telephone Monitor

The Mini Telephone Monitor triggers automatically when the telephone rings and automatically cancels the Pager or SignWave when the phone is answered.

The unit is unaffected by line testing and can detect some mobile calls and SMS text messages.
Mini Monitor

The Mini Monitor can be used as a wireless doorbell.

It can also be used as a bellpush on an existing doorbell and will link into door entry systems.

The StormGuard water resistant cover is available if the unit is used outside.

Operating Range

The Silent Alert system has a range of up to 1000m in open air.
Emergency Person to Person Keyfob

The Keyfob can be used to alert a user in another part of the home or workplace.

Ideal when caring for someone who is ill or has mobility problems.

The Silent Alert Gfob is also available with shock detection option for those prone to falling.

Operating Range

The Silent Alert system has a range of up to 1000m in open air.
The Universal Monitor can be used as a Baby alarm or to monitor sounds around the home.

The Universal Monitor has audio delays to help prevent background noise triggering the alarm.

The monitor will only transmit when a sound of the correct frequency and duration is detected.

When used as baby alarm the monitor can send an active volume display to the Pager or SignWave.

The Pager will receive the signal as usual, it will then use the three adjacent keys to show the actual volume in the room in real time.

The Silent Alert system has a range of up to 1000m in open air.
The Mini Monitor can link into most car and burglar alarms

When connected to an alarm system, the Mini monitor will alert the user when the alarm is triggered.
Smoke alarms & Carbon Monoxide alarm

Wireless optical & Ionisation smoke alarm monitors are easy to fit and are powered by a single 9V battery.

Multiple alarms can be monitored on the same Pager or SignWave.

A wireless Carbon Monoxide alarm is available to alert the user of faulty gas appliances.

To differentiate between the two alerts the fire key will illuminate blue for a carbon monoxide alarm and red for a smoke alarm on the new Pager.

Operating Range
The Silent Alert system has a range of up to 1000m in open air
The Movement Monitor is very effective for the care of someone who sleepwalks or has Alzheimer’s.

Locate on the landing or at a bedside. The unit can be triggered by either movement, sound or both.

New optional return delays prevent bathroom visits triggering the unit.

If the patient does not return within a set time the unit will alert the carer.

Operating Range

The Silent Alert system has a range of up to 1000m in open air
Fire Safe Compatibility

All Pager and SignWave units are Fire Safe compatible and can be used in buildings fitted with the Fire Safe system. If the fire alarm activates the system will send a signal to all Pagers and SignWaves in the building.